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Top Award for our President – Mike Evans 

News of the long-overdue award of an RYA (National) Award, the 'knighthood of the sailing world' to Mike Evans, 

has been a cause for celebration.  The award will be conferred on Mike by the Princess Royal on 20 November.  

Mike has an outstanding sailing record.  His name first came to the attention of 

many in 1958 when he won the Enterprise National Championship in Hocus Po-

cus crewed by a certain Miss Anne Thrower.  In the same year he won the En-

deavour Trophy (the ‘championship of champions’ in dinghy sailing).  In 1961, he 

won the Burton Cup and the National 12 Championship in Magician (fleet of 

200+).  Mike repeated the second feat a year later in Halloween.  A news report 

at the time described Mike as a 'brilliant helmsman from the Broads [who] has 

an uncanny knack of putting a boat in the right place at the right time'.  So it con-

tinued throughout Mike's glittering racing career, whether winning the coveted 

‘Gold Cup’ eight times in Alder Kitten or sweeping the board in Swallow II at the 

Punt Championships. 

Of course, there's much more to Mike's achievements than being an outstanding 

sailor.  He has played a major role in developing our sport.  One of Mike’s early 

achievements was his part in the early 1970s in establishing Queen Mary SC, 

now probably the biggest club in the country.  At an early stage Mike took on the 

Chairmanship of the founding consortium.  Mike was the club's first Commo-

dore, and saw its establishment through to completion in record time, with 1000 

members, buildings and everything else required for the club to start sailing. 

As a result of this work, Mike was invited in 1973 to join the RYA Council.  He remains a corresponding member of 

Council. 

In 1984, Mike was team leader of GB team at Los Angeles Olympics.  This was undertaken under considerable fi-

nancial strictures.  The team had no hut for meeting so when HRH Princess Anne, as she then was, visited they 

identified a rock and met her there. 

In 1985, Mike was elected RYA Chairman.  During his Chairmanship he persuaded the Princess to become Presi-

dent.  Mike resigned in 1987, having been headhunted at the highest level to become the Chief Executive of IYRU 

(now ISAF) (1987-1995).  In this role he was responsible for changing the national codes on sails, for the formation 

of the World Youth and World Sailing Regattas, and for the RYA Olympic campaigns at Seoul and Barcelona. 

About Mike's more recent career you will be familiar.  He was a Broads Authority Member for 12 years and also a 

member of the Navigation Committee.  He also served with distinction as NSBA Chairman from 2003-8 and is now 

its President.  Apart from Martin Broom, no one has achieved so much in protecting and promoting the interests of 

Broads boaters. 

From the early 1960s Mike has been involved in building, restoring or developing sailing boats.  Examples are the 

major restoration of three vintage Norfolk Punts, including No 1 Shrimp which Mike then donated to the National 

Maritime Museum, and National 12 No 1 Gipsy, once a museum exhibit but restored and raced at the 2010 Classic 

Dinghy Regatta at Norfolk Broads YC. 

Mike is the most modest and most helpful of men. His Award is richly deserved. 



Hoveton Great Broad  

As reported in the last Newsletter, the NSBA objected to Natural England's application to the Heritage Lottery Fund 

(HLF) for just under £2m of lottery funding for a Hoveton Great Broad (HGB) water restoration project on the grounds 

that (a) the Broad was tidal and should be open to public navigation (something for which the project fails to provide), 

and (b) that the project provides an insufficient public benefit (as opposed to benefiting a private resource) to justify 

such a large grant.  Having lobbied vigorously over more than six 

months, the NSBA lodged its formal objection with the HLF committee 

considering the funding application in June. 

Following the HLF's decision in July in favour of making the grant, NSBA 

members were asked to sign an online petition organised by Sue Hines 

(1,404 signatories at the time of writing), urging the Secretary of State 

for Culture, Media and Sport to apply pressure to the HLF to require full 

public access from the river as a pre-condition of HLF funding.  The link 

to the petition is https://www.change.org/p/secretary-of-state-for-culture-

media-and-sport-the-rt-hon-john-wittingdale-mp-we-demand-that-the-heritage

-lottery-fund-require-that-hoveton-great-broad-norfolk-be-reopened-to-full-public-access-from-the-river-as-a-pre-condition-of-

any-public-contribu?.  Although the petition was submitted on 3 November, it is not too late to sign up.  Subsequent to 

the HLF decision, the NSBA has been involved in media interviews and press releases objecting to the decision. 

One of the reasons which Natural England (NE) gave to the HLF in support of its claim that the project was an appropri-

ate use of public funding, offering value for money, was that sediment removed from HGB would be used to build up 

Wroxham Island and thus help to preserve Wroxham Broad as a discrete water body.  Towards the end of October, NE 

announced that it would not be proceeding with this part of the project, and would instead dispose of sediment within 

the HGB site. 

24 Hour and Demasting Moorings Update  

Discussions between the NSBA and the Broads Authority have continued about these. 

Pontoons have now been installed at Runham on the Lower Bure.  The NSBA agreed that the signage should restrict 
mooring there to demasting/emergency mooring only.  There is still no demasting provision between these pontoons 
and Yarmouth Yacht Station.  Consequently, the news at a recent meeting that the BA has negotiated a lease for land 
for moorings at Scare Gap on the Lower Bure (about two miles from the Yacht Station, near Ash Tree Farm) is a step in 
the right direction.  The matter is currently with the solicitors.  The NSBA has told the BA that these moorings should 
also be demasting/emergency moorings. 

The BA has held meetings with the landowner about potential moorings at Rockland Short Dyke (possibly two sites, one 
nearer the river and the other nearer the village) and obtained agreement in principle.  The BA is also holding discus-
sions with the landowner about additional moorings at Berney Arms.  Under the BA's mooring strategy, development 
of new sites will focus on areas where no piling-liability will be assumed by the BA. 

After about nine months of negotiation, the lease of the Thurne Mouth/Boundary Farm is still with the solicitors.  The 
failure to conclude this matter is of increasing concern, particularly as the site seems to have deteriorated since it was 
closed by the landowner last year.  Further discussions at the BA are required to see whether these works can be incor-
porated within the maintenance programme as it now stands. 

The campaign conducted by the NSBA and local organisations to reverse the BA's proposal to remove the Paddy's Lane 
Boardwalk has been successful.  As part of the process following on from the decision to retain the boardwalk, the BA 
have been in negotiation with the relevant bodies.  Agreement has been made in principle with the Norfolk Wildlife 
Trust and Barton Turf Activity Centre but the BA awaits a response from Hertfordshire County Council.  The recent clo-
sure of Cockshoot Boardwalk presents a fresh challenge. 

The NSBA has raised the use of granite dust at 24-hour moorings – as good as sandpaper on one’s deck shoes.  The BA 
has replied that it could build into its mooring refurbishment plan the replacement of the granite with some more boat 
friendly (and more environmentally sympathetic) material.  It would probably not be possible to deal with all the 
‘granite’ moorings, so the BA would like guidance about the sites of most concern.  The answer, of course, is probably 
‘all’ but any feedback via Julia Bower, the NSBA Administrator, would be welcome. 

The Navigation Committee has prioritised the bridges requiring BA demasting points as: St Olave’s, Ludham Bridge and 
Acle Bridge.  These are the bridges that the NSBA has championed over the last three or four years.  
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The problem is that currently there is no budget available.  If pontoons were used the overall cost of pontoons and as-

sociated work would be £13k per site.  The BA will investigate lower cost options and has asked for the NSBA's views.  

Currently, the only NSBA view is that in the locations in question dolphins would not be appropriate.  Get in touch with 

Julia Bower if you have any ideas. 

 

Ramuz Trophy 

 

The NSBA InterClub Championship for the Ramuz Trophy was hosted by Royal Norfolk & Suffolk Yacht Club and sailed 

in BODs, provided by the host Club and each BOD had an owner or representative on board at all times.  The 12 clubs 

each sailed two heats and the resulting six top teams sailed in a final race. 

The four back to back heats were sailed in the morning in moderate breeze and dull overcast weather.  The course was 

set south of the piers close to shore.  The tide was flooding and the wind westerly.  In Heat 1 WOBYC took an early lead 

and held their place.  There was closer racing in the second heat, won by Nick Truman and Jamie Campbell repre-

senting the Excelsior Trust.  The host club represented by Jim Tubby and Anthony Knights led the fleet round the 

course to take the third heat.  SFSC sailors James Patience and Nathan Ackroyd were first to cross the line in heat four. 

After a pleasant lunch ashore the six finalists took to the water.  By 

this time the weather had brightened and the wind was more nor-

therly. 

The first round was very close with WOBYC and RNSYC edging 

ahead of the fleet, but during the subsequent rounds, Jim Tubby 

and Anthony Knights pulled away in Red Kite No. 79, owned by 

Tony Stringer.  Sam Cole and Mike Davies finished second in Wag-

tail No. 65.  James Dugdale and Ian Richardson representing NBYC 

were third and the young team of Michael Cullum and Lucy Drew 

from Hickling Broad SC finished fourth. 

RYA Judge, Trevor Lewis was on the water to see fair play and we are grateful to Alan Boswell Insurance Group for cov-

ering the event. 

The Trophy was presented to Jim Tubby and Anthony Knight, a mere 37 years after Jim last won the event! 

 

Navigation Markers on the Chet 

The Broads Authority, NSBA and Broads Hire Boat Federation had a meeting with the Environment Agency and BESL 

about the need to remove the posts installed on the Chet when the flood protection work was being done.  They were 

intended by the BA to be a temporary measure until the reed bank had established (as it now has).  They are a hazard 

to navigation and unsightly.  EA/BESL do not want to remove them.  For some reason they drove down ‘permanent-

type’ steel posts which they say are hard to remove (they admit they have not got the gear to do so and would have to 

use contractors).  They say that they have no record that they ever agreed to remove the posts when the reed bank 

has grown.  They have, however, said that they will re-consider and report to the BA by December.  They added that 

they did not want to raise expectations. 

 

Collecting Boxes 

In the summer, the Broads Authority, without any consultation put collecting boxes at the 24-hour moorings at Hovet-

on, Somerleyton and Womack Dyke asking for donations towards the upkeep of the moorings.  The NSBA objected on 

the grounds that users are already paying directly or indirectly (hire boaters) for the moorings.  The NSBA added that 

the cost of erecting the boxes and collecting the money would outweigh the amount collected (as has been the case).  

The BA has now agreed to withdraw the three boxes.  The NSBA has no objection to collecting boxes for water at the 

water points at the Ranworth and Sutton 24-hour moorings (which bring in £12k pa) because water is an extra service. 



Hickling Dredging 

The priority dredging on the approach to the Pleasure Boat Dyke for 

which the NSBA had been pressing which was due to start on 16 March 

(as reported in the Spring Newsletter) was put on hold at the last mi-

nute when Natural England refused the necessary licence.  The Broads 

Authority finally got the go ahead in October.  The plan was to start the 

dredging on 2 November and continue until 26 February but the start 

has been delayed because NE require the water temperature to be 8oC 

or below.  At the time of writing it is 12oC. 

The NSBA has, of course, been pressing for a long time for a major Hick-

ling Broad dredging project.  The BA is now devising such a project which will depend on the success of a planned Euro-

pean bid. 

Other Dredging 

During 2015, dredging has been completed on the Chet, on the Ant (Irstead to How Hill), on the Bure (Ranworth Dam 

to Ant Mouth, Acle Bridge to Stokesby, Three Mile House to Marina Keys) and priority areas in Oulton Broad notified 

by the NSBA.  Dredging is currently in progress on the Lower Yare and Mid Bure. 

A number of dredging ‘hotspots’ have been reported this year.  The BA can’t deal with them immediately because it is 

uneconomic and disruptive to the dredging programme to move grabs to hotspots but areas with these hotspots 

(other than those requiring capital dredging – hard river bed – which the BA currently does not do) will go into the 

2017/18 dredging programme. 

There is to be a report to the Navigation Committee in December about the review of the waterways specification in 

respect of Pye’s Mill (Chet), Upper Bure/Coltishall and Irstead Shoals. 

 

Revised Waterway Specifications 

At the June Navigation Committee, the Broads Authority proposed to amend the existing (2007) Waterway Specifica-

tion at three specific locations which have particular reasons for non compliance.  We have subsequently met with the 

BA’s Rivers Engineer and dockyard staff to negotiate an acceptable revision, and proposals are to be brought forward 

in December: 

River Chet – Chedgrave/Pyes Mill 

Whilst ideally the Chet approaching Loddon would comply with the water depth required by the Waterway Specifica-

tion, the high tidal range combined with the hard shallow area means that frequently it doesn’t.  However, vessels will 

not have to wait long before sufficient water depth is achieved, therefore this area is a lower priority than the River 

Ant. 

River Ant – Irstead Shoals 

This is a priority area to address as it is an important reach for access to Barton Broad and various staithes and 

boatyards. 

If the shoals cannot be dredged to the full specified width where they have a hard bottom, we propose a deeper cen-

tral channel be dredged. 

If the scope for dredging is restricted, then improving information both on the BA website and local signage should be 

considered.  A simple water depth board could be used alongside the Ludham Bridge gauge board and similarly at Bar-

ton Broad to indicate available water depth through the Shoals.  Better information and guidance should also take the 

form of hydrographic maps with the more precise contours that have been surveyed with the latest underwater tech-

niques. 



Tolls 

As is not uncommon at this time of year the question of tolls is proving controversial. 

Following on from a Broads Authority/Navigation Committee Members' Tolls workshop in September, the BA has com-

mitted to a review of the tolls structure for implementation in 2017/18.  Before the workshop, the NSBA had been as-

sured that there would be no change in the structure in respect of the 2016/17 tolls year.  The workshop was intended 

to improve members' understanding of the current tolls system and an opportunity for them to discuss options for 

strategic direction in the future (the 2017/18 tolls year on).  It was made clear that it was not a decision-making work-

shop. 

The Chairman of the NSBA and a representative from the Broads Hire Boat Federation and British Marine attended the 

workshop as 'expert witnesses'.  The key point arising from the BHBF presentation was that they want the multiplier 

for hire craft reduced to 1.54 by 2025 (currently it is 2.62 for motor cruisers, for example).  At the end of the work-

shop, members indicated that they wanted to review the tolls structure and there was very strong support for a review 

of the multiplier and to reduce it.  As a result, the BA has established a review group, consisting of a small number of 

BA and Navigation Committee members, to review the tolls structure for implementation in 2017/18.  It will consult 

the NSBA and other stakeholder groups. 

As a result of the above, it came as a complete shock when, on 22 October, a poorly attended Navigation Committee, 

having considered a report which did not contemplate a change in the tolls structure for 2016/17, recommended that 

the 2016/17 toll should not only go up by 4.5% but also that there should be a reduction in the multiplier from 2.62 for 

hire cruisers to 2.55.  To start to change the structure in this way when a review is about to start is unacceptable, espe-

cially when the result is that hire cruiser tolls will only go up by 2.3% as opposed to 5.8% for private boats.  The next 

day at a meeting with the Chairman of the BA, the Chief Executive and the Chairman of the Navigation Committee, the 

President and the Chairman of the NSBA objected to a change in the tolls structure in advance of the tolls review, and 

to a tolls rise of 5.8% (or, indeed, any rise) which is not based on a clear and detailed statement in the proposal about 

navigation income and expenditure – what amount of tolls income is spent on true navigation work and what on other 

items? 

Subsequently, the NSBA requested the Navigation Committee to re-consider its recommendation.  At the time of 

writing, despite a further exchange of emails and telephone conversations, no reply has been received addressing the 

points in the NSBA’s request.  The NSBA has reiterated its request.  The BA will decide on the 2016/17 tolls at its 

meeting on 20 November. 

 

Aquatic Plant Control 

The BA currently has two aquatic weed cutting machines.  At a recent meeting with the Broads Authority, it was re-
ported that the demands for plant cutting were increasing.  The BA would like to do more cutting but here are two 
problems.  One is that the capacity to do this work is becoming more of a challenge:  it may necessitate obtaining con-
tractors to support this work, or the Navigation Committee to agree a programme to prioritise work when a cutting 
zone is mapped out.  The second problem is that much of the Broads is in an SSSI area and consent to cutting has to be 
obtained from Natural England.  That consent is not easily obtained, as evidenced in relation to the Neatishead Arm on 
Barton Broad.  Following an expression of concern about the weed growth there outside the navigation channel (the 
public right of navigation is not limited to the channel), the NSBA Chairman (and a local sailor) had a site visit with the 
responsible BA officer.  The two of us pointed out to him that not only is the weed highly prejudicial to navigation but 
it is potentially lethal if one fell in.  The officer was sympathetic and said that he would seek Natural England's consent 
to cut the weed.  Natural England eventually replied – it was the holiday season – to say ‘no’.  The NSBA continues to 
push for a more sympathetic attitude based on safety grounds. 

Representing the Interests of NSBA Members and Clubs: Keep us Informed 

Since the last Newsletter members of the NSBA Committee have represented NSBA members and clubs on a wide 
range of issues, as indicated throughout this Newsletter.  In some cases, it has done so because of feedback/reports 
received from them.  Often the information received from an individual can be very useful in contributing to an overall 
picture.  It is much appreciated and members and clubs are asked to continue to provide feedback/reports (via the 
Hon Administrator (e-mail:  julia.bower1@btinternet.com)). 



22nd Broadland Youth Regatta at Hickling Broad Sailing Club, 5th September 2015 

65 youth and junior sailors in 54 boats from six Broadland Clubs took part in the 22nd Broadland Youth Regatta on Hick-

ling Broad, hosted on behalf of the Norfolk and Suffolk Boating Association by Hickling Broad Sailing Club.  All four rac-

es were sailed in a stiff, unseasonal, cool northerly breeze.  Top honours in the fleet racing went to the host club’s Cur-

tis Drew in the Laser fleet, Olivia Parker and Scarlett Johnson (NBYC) in the slow handicap fleet sailing their Feva, Chris 

Haslam (again HBSC) in the Topper Fleet and Charlotte Bonham/Lucy Clark (still HBSC) sailing their Laser Vago in the 

fast handicap fleet. 

The turn-out, slightly down on normal for the BYR, may have been a reflection of several weeks of wintry weather.  

Many of the younger sailors were unaccustomed to such strong winds combined with the wide open expanses of Hick-

ling, and there were many capsizes and retirements.  Check out Rob-

in Myercough’s web site for fabulous action photos here: https://

www.flickr.com/photos/rssupport/sets/72157656046655024.  Race 

Officer Andy Hobson wisely reduced the course size for races 3 and 4.  

Competition remained fierce, especially in the Laser fleet, and the 

quest for places and honours spurred on the more experienced 

youth sailors to persist.  The on-the-water Judge, Michael Macnama-

ra, did not have any “propulsion” issues in view of the conditions. 

The inter-club competition for the Centenary Salver was contested by 

six clubs and won by Hickling Broad Sailing Club, who have won it on 

only one previous occasion, with NBYC and WOBYC in second and 

third places. 

The trend of recent years for good turn-outs of two handed boats continued, however the noteworthy statistic was the 

resurgence of the Laser fleet, with 19 entries (12 radial, 7 full rig), out-numbering the 17 strong Topper fleet.  The 10 

fast handicap entries and 8 slow handicap entries included Solos, 420s, RS200s, Fireball, Enterprise, Splash, Feva, RS 

Tera, and just 3 Optimists. 

HBSC produced the largest team of 14 boats, followed by Horning SC (11 boats), NBYC (8) NPC (7) whilst WOBYC and 

BASC both fielded 6 boat teams.  Some zone squad sailors were unable to attend due to the full programme of RYA 

events. 

The Whelpton Cup for the most successful double-handed boat was awarded to Charlotte Bonham and Lucy Clark sail-

ing their Laser Vago as featured above. 

The Lady Mayhew Centenary Trophy for Endeavour, applying the greatest effort in a spirit of sport, determination and 

fun without necessarily achieving a winning position was awarded to Kathryn Pettit from Horning Sailing Club in her 

Splash dinghy. 

Prizes were presented by the NSBA’s Green Book Organiser, Rachel Card.  HBSC’s Commodore Steve McKay thanked 

Norfolk Yacht Agency and Norfolk Marine for sponsoring the event and ensuring that all competitors came away 

pleased to wear the event tee-shirt. 

 

Tree Clearance 

Tree clearance is another matter on which the NSBA has been pressing the Broads Authori-
ty.  There have been some improvements this year.  The BA has conducted a detailed survey 
of the tree clearance needs on the whole of the Ant (including Tyler’s Cut – one of the high 
priorities) and the levels of priority established.  With one exception, all the necessary con-
sents have been given; that of the EA (required because herbicides can be used) is awaited.  
The work is planned for this winter.  It will involve rangers (30 days), operational staff (80 
days) and contractors (whose charge will be £15k).  Tree clearance is also necessary in parts 
of other rivers.  The NSBA will continue to press for clearance work elsewhere. 

 



Notice of the Annual General Meeting of the Norfolk and Suffolk Boating Association to be held on Monday 30 No-

vember 2015, 7.30 pm at The Salhouse Lodge, Vicarage Road, Salhouse, Norfolk, NR13 6H 

A G E N D A 

1 Apologies for absence 

2 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 1 December 2014 

3 Matters arising 

4 Chairman’s Annual Report 

5 The Martin Broom Trophy 

6 Financial Report and Accounts for 2015 

7 Honoraria for Officers for 2015/2016 

8 Election of Officers 

9 Election of General Purposes Committee 

10 Appointment of Representatives to RYA Eastern Regional Committee 

11 The Green Book 

12 Regatta Dates for the 2016 season 

 Other dates for 2016 

 Flag Officers Event 

 Fixtures Meeting 

 Annual General Meeting 

13 Any other business 

 Questions from the floor 

 

Norfolk and Suffolk Boating Association 
 
Minutes of AGM held on 1 December 2014 at Salhouse Lodge Inn, Vicarage Road, Salhouse, NR15 6HD 
 
Present:  Mr M Evans (President) (ME), Prof R Card (Chairman) (RiC), Mr D Talbot (Vice Chairman) (DT), Ms J Bower 
(Hon Administrator) (JB), Mr D Yapp (Hon Treasurer) (DY), Mrs R Card (Green Book Organiser) (RaC), and representa-
tives of Clubs, Classes, GP Committee, Individual Members and Invited Guests. 
 
1 Apologies  Apologies were received from Paul Howes, Gillian Jeckells, Chris Balls (CB), Jamie Campbell (JC), 

Martin Thompson, Robert Whitefoot (RW), Phil Large and Hugh Taylor. 

2 Minutes of previous AGM  The minutes of the AGM held on 2 December 2013 were approved and signed as 
a true record. 

3 Matters arising from the Minutes  In response to a question from the floor relating to minute 4, RiC ex-
plained the difference between The Broads and a National Park designated under the National Parks and Ac-
cess to the Countryside Act 1949.  Alan Mallett (AM) said that the Broads Authority (BA) has been trying to 
achieve National Park status since 2004.  He felt that to brand the Broads with the name ‘National Park’ would 
be a breach of the Trades Description Act and should be opposed at all costs. 

RiC repeated the plea to members to inform the administrator of their up-to-date email addresses in order to 
save expenditure on postage.  

4 Chairman’s Report  RiC reported that it had been a busy year for the Committee as witnessed by the News-
letter which previously ran to four pages and now regularly runs to eight pages.  He noted that the NSBA had 
representation on 17 different committees or panels.  It was also consulted on a wide range of matters and 
always responded.  The NSBA had also responded to 18 navigation-related planning applications in 2014 as 
opposed to 13 in 2013.  There had been regular interaction with the BA, RYA, Broads Hire Boat Federation 
(BHBF) and MPs.  The NSBA had dealt with issues raised by individual persons or clubs as well as general is-
sues.  There were three major issues which had been dealt with in 2014. 

The first was the consultation on the branding of the Broads as a National Park.  The NSBA's response to the 
consultation had been published in the recent Newsletter. 

 



The second issue was that of waste collection from 24-hour moorings.  In 2012 the waste regulations changed 
and Norfolk County Council (NCC) began to charge the District Councils (DCs) to dispose of boat waste.  In 
consequence, the DCs made plans to withdraw waste collections from 24-hour moorings.  All DCs postponed 
any action except Great Yarmouth BC which gave two weeks' notice of cessation of service at the end of May.  
With effect from the end of October, the other DCs had withdrawn waste collections from many sites; the 
choice of sites still served was sometimes surprising.  In terms of Great Yarmouth BC, due to fly tipping there 
had been daily collections at Thurne and Potter; there had also been fly tipping elsewhere at 24-hour moor-
ings in the GYBC area. 

The third was Hoveton Great Broad (HGB).  Natural England (NE) were leading a £4.5 million project to im-
prove water quality on HGB.  HGB was closed to public use in around 1890 by the landowner.  There was still a 
question mark over this because the broad was (and remained) tidal, and it was arguable that there was a 
public right of navigation through it.  The project's design involved the installation (supposedly for a maximum 
of 10 years) of fish barriers using stone gabions at the entrances to the Broad.  NSBA maintained that this 
might make it impossible to regain public navigational use because the barriers might be irremovable.  Plan-
ning permission had been granted subject to a number of conditions.  One was that there had to be an agreed 
method of installation of the fish barriers with a view to their removal.  NE had made an application to The 
Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) for £2.25 million (the balance of the project cost was to come from the EU).  It 
was intended that the project should enable a privately run commercial canoe trail to operate on drainage 
dykes adjacent to HGB.  The NSBA contends that this HLF funding for this purpose would involve using public 
money for private profit.  Phil Ollier (PO) reported that the Broads Authority (BA) had declined a partnership 
with NE and the HLF does want public access.  There are also doubts about the science of closing the Broad 
improving the water quality.  The Environment Agency agree that the water quality is poor on HGB but it is 
better on the adjacent River Bure and Salhouse and Wroxham Broads where it is thought that the agitation 
caused by the navigation actually improves the water quality.  The applicants need to consult on this matter.  

Newsletter Updates  

There had been concern expressed by the NSBA and others over a plan to close Paddy’s Boardwalk at Barton.   
The BA are trying to get funding to maintain it from the landowner but the Navigation Committee had indicat-
ed that if this fails consideration would be given to funding the maintenance from navigation income.  

The applicants at St Olaves to install moorings have changed their minds again.  They had restored the pro-
posal for demasting facilities but they would be at the far end upstream from the bridge.  The applicant also 
now wanted the BA to pay for both the installation and maintenance of the section of piling to be used for it.  
This matter is to be discussed further.  The matter was going on the agenda of the next NSBA Committee 
meeting. 

In response to a representation by an individual member, the NSBA has negotiated tree cutting at Dilham Cut 
and on the stretch between Wroxham and Coltishall.  

The NSBA had objected to a draft Harbour Revision Order re-constituting the Great Yarmouth Port Authority, 
on the ground that the draft Order made no provision for a consultative committee for stakeholders.  

Issues for the Coming Year 

It had recently been announced that there would be an across the board tolls increase of 1.7%.  This decision 
was made without the benefit of the recent surveys whose results remained to be announced.  Next year the 
BA would look at the tolls structure in the light of the surveys.  The BHBF considered that they were being un-
fairly treated and wanted to change the weighting between private and hire craft.  

A second issue was the Trowse Swing Bridge.  Seven options have been put forward for its replacement, four 
for a fixed bridge and two of these, at least, would require a change in legislation.  

Ramuz and BYR 

Janet Gilmour (JG) reported on the Ramuz Trophy which had taken place at Frostbites and informed the 
meeting that next year it would take place on 6 September at RNSYC in BODs.  JG thanked the Alan Boswell 
Group for sponsoring the insurance of the event. 

Brian Wilkins (BW) reported on the Broadland Youth Regatta (BYR) which had been run by the Norfolk Punt 
Club on Barton Broad.  The Centenary Salver was won by Beccles Amateur Sailing Club.  Bryony Bennett-Lloyd 
presented the trophies and gave an inspirational talk to the young participants.  It will take place at HBSC on 
Hickling Broad on 5 September next year. 

Thanks 

In conclusion RiC thanked the Committee for all their hard work, in particular Mike Evans whose unrivalled 
knowledge and experience were invaluable.  The Committee had been fortunate to acquire three new mem-
bers during 2014: John Tibbenham (JT) who was always willing to help out and represents the NSBA on three 
organisations;  Rob McNaughton (RMcN) who was a great ideas man; and Malcolm Valentine (MV) who had  



taken on the moorings portfolio.  RiC also expressed thanks to Paul Douglas (PD), the NSBA's conscientious 
and reliable webmaster. 

Finally RiC thanked David Yapp (DY) who was standing down after 16 years valuable service as Treasurer.  RiC 
made a presentation to DY. 

5 The Martin Broom Trophy  RiC described how the trophy came about and was made by Lorne Betts.  It was 
duly presented to Nancy Oldfield Trust by Jennifer Broom. 

6 The Tim Whelpton Trophy  ME described the trophy and it was duly awarded to Carol Dugdale by Anne 
Whelpton. 

7 Financial Report and Accounts for 2014  DY read out his report.  The annual accounts, which had been scru-
tinised by AM, were adopted with one abstention.  Proposed by Phil Ollier (PO) and seconded by DT. 

AM was appointed as scrutineer, with one abstention.  Proposed by JT.  Seconded by Les Mogford (LM). 

8 Honoraria for Officers for 2014/2015  It was agreed with one abstention that the honoraria for officers re-
main unchanged for the coming year.  Proposed by RMcN and seconded by JG.  

9 Election of Officers  The officers were proposed and seconded as follows:-  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All were elected, with one abstention. 

10 Election of General Purposes Committee  The following  were proposed as members of the General Purpos-
es Committee by DT and seconded by RaC:  

RMcN, JG, BW, LM, MV, Martin Thompson, JC, JT, CB, PO.  

There being fewer candidates than the number of seats, all were elected. 

11 Appointment of Representatives to RYA Eastern Regional Committee  RiC reported that JG, who had been 
an NSBA representative for many years, wished to stand down.  

RiC and BW were proposed by JG and seconded by AM, and appointed. 

12 The Green Book  RaC thanked her helpers, JB who was dealing with the advertising this year and JT who has 
dealt with boatyards and handicaps.  The Green Book will be published in the second week of March next 
year. 

13 Regatta Dates for the 2015 Season  RaC thanked Snowflakes for hosting the Fixtures Meeting this year.  A 
copy of the Fixtures had been sent to club secretaries and sailing secretaries and was available. 

14 Other Dates for 2015  The Flag Officers Event is to be held on 27 March 2015.  The Fixtures Meeting is to be 
held on 11 November 2015 and the AGM will be held on 30 November 2015. 

15 AOB 

Monica Pope thanked RaC for all her hard work in preparing the Green Book.  

16 Questions from the floor 

Paul Savage (PS) of the Broads Society (BS) raised the issue of the number of 24 hour moorings being closed 
by the BA.  He warned that the situation is far worse than realised due to some poor accounting on the part 
of the BA.  The BA is trying to get landowners to take responsibility for moorings but if they do not wish to do 
so their condition will deteriorate.  PO responded by explaining that the majority of the piling referred to by 
PS was actually owned by the EA and was originally installed to protect the toe of the flood banks.  Now 
that the flood banks had largely been moved back from the river edge, the EA had no further need for the 
piling.  It was offering it to the landowners provided they accepted responsibility for its future maintenance.  
Failing that, it would remove it at no cost to the landowner.  If the piling was to remain then someone would 
have to accept responsibility for its future maintenance.  The sole source of funding for navigation mainte-
nance by the BA is the tolls and it is therefore unrealistic for the BA to accept financial responsibility for all 
mooring sites, even if the landowners were prepared to sell the land.  RiC suggested that the NSBA and BS 
work closely on this matter and there was agreement.  

BW informed the meeting that the Upper Thurne Working Group has been revived and that a meeting is to 
be held early in the New Year.  The BA are considering their position on this with regard to funding. 

The meeting ended at 9.30 pm. 

 

President ME                          Proposed RiC                                        Seconded DT 

Chairman RiC ME Geoff Evans 

Vice Chairman DT JT BW 

Administrator JB RaC LM 

Green Book Organiser Rac DT ME 

Treasurer Robert Whitefoot (RW) BW DT 



A Gentle Reminder from your Administrator 

Please note that all subscriptions are due on 1 January 2016.  Standing Orders will take effect from 1 Febru-

ary 2016.  The subscription fee is £10 per annum so if you are still paying at the old rate please update your 

Standing Order or send in the correct amount.  If you are paying by Standing Order please make sure your 

payment is clearly identifiable.  I suggest you include your surname and post code in the bank reference. 

Unfortunately, a significant number of our members forget to pay their subscriptions on the due date.  It is 

an expensive process to contact these members to remind them so we have undertaken to set up a Direct 

Debit system for all new members and would encourage existing members to take up this option.  There are 

a number of new members who have not returned their Direct Debit mandates and I urge you to do this by 

30 November at the latest please. 

 

Christmas Stocking Filler 

Sales of our flags have been buoyant this year and make an ideal filler for those Christmas Stockings.  A re-

minder that the sewn flag costs £25 inc p&p and the printed version costs £10 inc p&p and here they are 

below.  Sewn on the left, printed on the right.  Available from your Administrator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Electronic Newsletter 

As stated in our Spring Newsletter 2015 we will no longer be posting the Newsletters.  From now on you will 

receive your Newsletter by email or you can read it on our website.  If you hear of any fellow members who 

have not received a copy of the Newsletter please tell them that this is undoubtedly because they have not 

let me know their current email address. 

 

Contact Details 

If you need to contact me please do so by email on julia.bower1@btinternet.com. 

 

May I take this opportunity to wish you all a very Happy Christmas and many happy hours boating in 2016.  

 


